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TECHNOLOGY NEWSMAKER Q&A JEREMY FRY

Autologic Diagnostics recently launched AssistMobile, a mobile phone
app that complements the company’s flagship Autologic Assist cloud-
based vehicle-connected support service. The system connects repair
shops with diagnosis and repair issues, and in the past 12 months the
service has fielded more than 300,000 vehicle repair requests. Using
the mobile app, customers can enter fault codes and scan VINs using
their phones to better assess repairs and contact technical support.

Aftermarket Business World spoke with
Autologic Diagnostics Group CEO Jeremy Fry
about the new app.
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How does the functionality of AssistMobile differ from the
Autologic Assist product?

We recognize that customers are looking for expediency in getting a
vehicle that is troublesome off the ramp and getting it fixed. They just
want to use other technologies as well. The technician who is working
in that garage actually has a mobile device; a lot of the diagnostic
products in the marketplace are not pocket-sized.

AssistMobile is another way the customer can engage directly from
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the vehicle and request technical support. It’s a stripped down version
of Assist. You can use the camera on the phone to scan the VIN bar
code and find the relevant vehicle information. The app takes you
through a short and pithy number of screens that request additional
information about fault codes, etc. Then that is fired off to our
technical support center.

Who are the target end users within a repair shop for the mobile
product?

We’re not targeting the shop owner. We are trying to facilitate the
technician that has to deal with the vehicle. We have a number of
other complementary components to the app we will be rolling out
that will make it easier to interface with other technologies that exist
within a garage. That will make it applicable for the garage owner to
manage the workflow within the operation.

Almost all technicians we’ve spoken too always have their phones with
them, and they think it would be cool if they could access technical
support from the phone.

Do you see a big market for mobile apps in the aftermarket?

Yes. We’ve seen a terrific increase in the way technology is being used
in every walk of life. You are hard pressed now to see anybody in the

21st century who is not using a phone in some way in their life. Its
difficult to separate an active user from their phone and stop them
from using it in the work place. Automotive has been a little bit
behind in use of technology, but vehicles are some of the most
complicated pieces of technology that exists. To have technology
available to assist in repair of these complicated instruments is
important. We will see an increase in the pace at which mobile
applications on smartphones will come into the marketplace.

Subscribe to Aftermarket Business World and receive articles like
this every month….absolutely free. Click here.
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Juggling routine
maintenance and repair
challenges2 comments • 3 months ago•

Jaime Lazarus — Um,
here's a follow-up to that
follow-up... I tried Brin's
technique on a 2002
Dodge Ram PCM
replacement but was
unsuccessful. Now
completely …

Recommendations, brand
name influence consumers
to buy auto parts more
than lowest price
1 comment • 3 months ago•

Don Webb — People
taking surveys always let
vanity get in the way.
Survey takers don't want
to admit that they are price
shoppers most of all. I
have been in the auto
parts industry …

Balancing common sense
and repair standards with
pre- and post-scans2 comments • a month ago•

Ron Fuller — Common
sense says this is the right
approach, but I have
insurance adjusters
arguing with me about
paying for scans on 2016
vehicles with heavy
damage. The only …

Five ways to use a scope
for diagnosing vehicles
2 comments • a month ago•

MASTERMECH — Howdy
Pete, I've been an O-
Scoper since back in the
middle 70's. BK Precision,
great machine. Even built
a HEATH which, still
works. Now two Snap-on
units …
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